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Abstract
Formal UML-based notation provides a powerful tool for
architecture design and communication. There is also a
compelling need for crisp, clear and marketing-friendly
architecture diagrams for use in executive presentations.
The creation of polished, clear and well-scoped renditions
of an architecture can be more art than science. We
propose a diagram that balances the appropriate level of
accuracy with enough flexibility for targeted marketing.
This same view also provides a clear "at a glance"
representation of an architecture, setting the scope for
more detailed, formal views.



The Challenge
• Mission of enterprise architecture is to align

technology design with business interests – visual
modeling is the key tool for this:

• Key challenge when modeling for technical
stakeholders is proper scope and accuracy

• Key challenge when modeling for business
executives is marketing & selling a solution



The Solution
• A formal conceptual diagram approach that results

in a work product that is:

• Pretty enough to catch attention in the board
room or the sales pitch

• Formal enough to guide an architect to the right
design

• Lightweight enough to quickly draft as a way to
introduce stakeholders to the design

• Refined enough to serve as a foundation for
moving forward (can map to UML diagrams)



Investigative Architecture Core Diagrams

Diagram Scope Notation

PowerPoint View Icon-based w/guidelines

System View UML Component Diagram

Data View UML Collaboration Diagram

See Leveraging UML as a Standard Notation for Enterprise Architecture and Investigative
Architecture – Making Sense of your Enterprise for additional information.

You are
here



Investigative Architecture Process



Investigative Architecture Sources
Information Source What to Expect Target Diagram

Vendor Product Documentation Logical Deployment

Support Engineer Operations Manuals All

Server Engineer Server Documentation Logical Deployment

DB Administrator Database Information Logical Deployment, Data
Context

Business Line Requirements Artifacts Conceptual Overview,
Data Context

Network Engineer Network Topography Logical Deployment

Company Intranet Links to above information All

EA Repository As-is visual models All

Google, Wikipedia, etc. Stray pieces of the puzzle All

CMD.EXE (or csh) Network information Logical Deployment



Conceptual Diagram Quick Start

• Left to right depiction of
user driven architecture

• Uses standard set of icons
• Designed to fit on one

presentation slide

Assume the audience does not any
familiarity with the architecture
Keep the focus high level and
conceptual
Do not get distracted by inaccurate
details - target “big picture” accuracy
Target the diagram to your need
Rescope to multiple diagrams to fit

Assume the audience does not any
familiarity with the architecture
Keep the focus high level and
conceptual
Do not get distracted by inaccurate
details - target “big picture” accuracy
Target the diagram to your need
Rescope to multiple diagrams to fit



Investigative Architecture Case Study

The Company Massive Insurer, Inc.

The Vendor EzeDoesIT, Inc.

The Product EzeWorkflow

The Project In disarray

The Task Produce a Conceptual Diagram of the target
solution



Source #1 – Email from Business Line

Case Study
(continued)



Stub Users

Case Study
(continued)



Source #2 – Vendor “Marketecture”

Case Study
(continued)



ResourcesApplication ServicesUsers Delivery
Mechanism

Application & Legacy Systems

Case Study
(continued)

EzeWorkflow Integrator…
Legacy…systems

EzeWorkflow



Case Study
(continued)

Source #3 – Google Sleuthing
open source LAMP



Case Study
(continued)

App – Front-end & Back-end



Case Study
(continued)

“EzeWorkflow Dox™”

“Archive integration
(CMOD, Filenet etc.)”

“Fax claim submission”



Case Study
(continued)

Fax & Archive?
Source #4 – Intranet Sleuthing

fax filenet



Case Study
(continued)

“EzeWorkflow Dox™” (cont’d)

Name the archive
descriptively, for
the application



Case Study
(continued)

Source #5 – Follow-up Email to Business
“…possibly contract adjusters”



Misc. Audjustment
Workflow Systems

`
Web/Fat Clients

Case Study (continued)

Model “Contract Adjusters”

“…have their own workflows…”

“…daily file exchange…”



ResourcesApplication ServicesUsers Delivery
Mechanism

FileNet

Image
Ingestion/Retrieval

Services

Claims Archive

Customer/policy
systems

Web Browser

Web BrowserDocumentation
Specialists

Claims Agents

LEGEND
Online Connections Batch Transfers
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Case Study
(continued)



Final Product
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QUESTIONS?


